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Abstract: With data ranging from the mid-nineteenth century to the present, 

this study examines the development of the Cantonese pronoun jan4dei6 and 

explores how it has evolved to become a first person singular pronoun in the 

subjective domain. Originally a third person non-specific general noun 

meaning ‘other people’, jan4dei6 has developed into a third person plural pronoun, used 

deictically to refer to a plural antecedent which has been mentioned earlier in the prior discourse. 

In suitable contexts, jan4dei6 can also be used to refer to a non-specific nominal which has not 

been mentioned, or is even not known to either the speaker or the hearer, or both. An even more 

interesting observation is that jan4dei6 can be used to refer to a third person (singular), the 

second person (i.e. the hearer), as well as the first person (i.e. the speaker). Based on the 

diachronic data, this study answers the question as to how jan4dei6, originally a third person 

plural general noun and non-specific in nature, can acquire a subjective function and be used as a 

first person singular pronoun which is specific in nature. Other features of jan4dei6 are also 

explored in this study, including the syntactic positions that license the occurrence of jan4dei6, 

as well as how it can be used to express the speaker’s negative evaluative stance towards the 

potential referent. 
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